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PDF .NET Library Documentation - PDF Technologies, Inc. The PDFInputControl type exposes the following members.
[image: ]Methods
	
               
            	Name	Description
	[image: ]	Equals	Determines whether the specified Object is equal to the current Object.
 (Inherited from Object.)
	[image: ]	Finalize	Allows an Object to attempt to free resources and perform other cleanup operations before the Object is reclaimed by garbage collection.
 (Inherited from Object.)
	[image: ]	GetHashCode	Serves as a hash function for a particular type. GetHashCode()()() is suitable for use in hashing algorithms and data structures like a hash table.
 (Inherited from Object.)
	[image: ]	GetType	Gets the Type of the current instance.
 (Inherited from Object.)
	[image: ]	MemberwiseClone	Creates a shallow copy of the current Object.
 (Inherited from Object.)
	[image: ]	SetAction_OnBeforeFormatting	
            A JavaScript action to be performed before the field is formatted to display its current value. This allows the field's value to be modified before formatting.
            

	[image: ]	SetAction_OnChange	
            A JavaScript action to be performed when the field's value is changed. This allows the new value to be checked for validity.
            

	[image: ]	SetAction_OnKeyPress	
            A JavaScript action to be performed when the user types a keystroke into a text or combo box or modifies the selection in a scrollable list.
            

	[image: ]	SetAction_OnOtherControlChanged	
            A JavaScript action to be performed when the value of another field changes, in order to recalculate the value of this field.
            

	[image: ]	ToString	Returns a String that represents the current Object.
 (Inherited from Object.)
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